Request advisor notification Email: Instructions for recipients
Why did I receive this email and what do I do next?

Office of International Affairs

Dear Graduate or academic advisor,

Jessica Wolfe has initiated a Program Extension request that has been assigned to you. For full details on the content and status of this request, please click here here to log in and process this request.

Sincerely,

International Affairs

School of the Art Institute of Chicago
36 South Wabash Avenue, Suite 1203
Chicago, Illinois 60603 USA
Website www.saic.edu/international
Why did I receive this email?

You received this email because International Affairs needs to confirm information about an international student. We need this because they are requesting an update to their Form I-20, which is the immigration document that permits them to transfer to SAIC, remain enrolled at SAIC, or apply for additional immigration benefits such as work authorization. You were identified as as someone in their department who could confirm this information. **If you were incorrectly identified, please reach out to the student who sent you this email and let them know who in the department can assist them in confirming when they are completing their academic requirements or confirming their transfer eligibility (if applicable). If you have questions contact International Affairs directly (intaff@saic.edu).**
Why did I receive this email?

This email is sent to advisors for three reasons:

1. Student is requesting to transfer their immigration record to SAIC.
2. Student is requesting to extend their program beyond the expiration date listed on their I-20 (immigration document).
3. Student is requesting confirmation of final term enrollment so that they may either enroll part-time their final semester or apply for Optional Practical Training, the 12 month work authorization international students routinely apply for.
What do I do next?

Click “here” and you will be taken to this form where you will need to answer a few questions.

The next few slides show an example of a Program Extension request, however all requests take a similar format.
What do I do next? Part 2

Answer the following questions confirming when the student will complete their program and if they are requesting a program extension, if you recommend the extension be granted.
Completed form - example

Remember to click the green “approve” button at the bottom of the page once you complete the form.
Thank you!

International Affairs Approval

Now that you’ve completed this form, International Affairs will be able to move forward with assisting this international student in updating their immigration documents so they can transfer to SAIC, continue to remain in enrolled at SAIC, or so that they apply for any additional immigration related benefits. If you have any questions about completing this this form, please contact us at intaff@saic.edu